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 ON THE SENSITIVITY OF AGGREGATE PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH RATES 

TO NOISY MEASUREMENT1

            

Frank T. Denton

McMaster University

1. INTRODUCTION

“Productivity growth, a key driver of the economic expansion ... slowed in the second

quarter, the government reported today ... . Business productivity, which is measured by dividing

the economy’s total output by the number of hours worked, rose 2.2 percent, down from 3.2

percent in the first quarter ... . The report came hours before the Federal Reserve, which is

increasingly worried about the effect of rising wages and slowing productivity on inflation and

the economy as a whole, is widely expected to raise its benchmark short-term interest rate a

quarter point, to 3.5 percent.” (Article on the New York Times web site by Vikas Bajaj, August

9, 2005.)

“Labour productivity in the Canadian business sector edged up 0.2% in the first three

months of 2005 ... . In the United States, productivity increased 0.6%, three times the rate of

growth in Canada.” (Article in Statistics Canada’s news release publication, The Daily, June 9,

2005.) 

Did these changes actually occur? Did the productivity growth rate really decrease by

one percentage point in the U.S., at least to a close approximation? Did productivity really rise

three times as fast in the U.S. as in Canada? Maybe, maybe not. The purpose of this paper is to

show how sensitive calculated productivity growth rates can be to statistical noise, and for that

reason how great is the risk of overinterpreting them and giving them too much weight in policy

decisions.  

Aggregate rates of productivity growth (labour or multifactor) are among the most

closely watched indicators of economic performance. They are also among the most difficult to

measure accurately. Measurement issues arise on both the input and output sides. 2 On the input

side are questions of how to allow for changes in the educational/occupational characteristics of

the work force and its supply of hours, how to weight different inputs, how to measure the
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capital stock (more correctly, the services of the stock) – including especially how to choose a

depreciation function – how to allow for quality change in the deflation of investment

expenditure in perpetual inventory calculations, and so on. On the output side are all the national

accounting issues that arise in the definition and calculation of GDP and its deflator indexes.

These issues – conceptual, definitional, practical – are important, and  dealing with them is in

many cases far from straightforward. (Dealing with the ever-present problem of quality change

in price deflators is most certainly not straightforward.) An issue that is easier to grasp is the role

of noisy measurement. 

Suppose there were unanimous agreement as to exactly what should be measured and the

way in which productivity indexes should be calculated. There would still remain the actual

observations on inputs and outputs and the associated errors. Errors of that kind are intellectually

less interesting for an economist but can be quantitatively important. They can affect

significantly how calculated productivity growth rates are judged and their implications for

economic performance and policy decisions.

The cleanest way to begin to think about the errors and their implications is to imagine a

labour productivity index in which both the input and output indexes come from well designed

sample surveys. (On the input side the Canadian Labour Force Survey and the U.S. Current

Population Survey are obvious examples.) Input and output are thus both subject to random

sampling errors. The errors may be correlated with each other or serially correlated, and that has

to be taken into account. Suppose initially though that there is no such correlation, that there is a

single input and a single output, and that the productivity measure is the simple ratio of the two.

The ratio is subject to two independently distributed random errors. Measurement of the change

in the ratio from one period (a quarter, a year) to the next – the productivity growth rate – is then

at the mercy of four random errors, two in each period. Going further, since one is likely to be

interested in how much the growth rate has increased or decreased, the change in the change of

the ratio from one period to the next is at the mercy of six random errors. The potential

sensitivity of productivity growth rates is obvious in this simple case, and hence the need for

care in interpreting fluctuations. Care is needed also (for similar reasons) in comparing growth

rates in two countries, or in two regions or industries.  

Calculated productivity growth rates are subject to pronounced fluctuations. To be sure,
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there are real shocks (strikes and weather variations are obvious examples). A large change in

growth rate may therefore be real. But it may also be spurious. The nature of the productivity

growth rate calculation implies the possibility of a high degree of sensitivity to error. 

This paper then is about the effect of noisy measurement on the rate of growth of

aggregate productivity. The point of view for which this is important is that of an analyst (or

journalist, or the general public) concerned with short-run changes in the economy rather than

longer-run trends. (The effects of pure noise can be smoothed out by longer-run averaging.) The

paper focuses on pure observational error rather than definitional or conceptual errors

(measuring an inappropriate variable or using an inappropriate theoretical framework for the

construction of an index). The approach is generic and uncomplicated. We consider a

hypothetical productivity ratio with assumed error properties in its input and output components,

work out the resulting error properties of the growth rate of the ratio, and then calculate the

probabilities of errors of different magnitudes in the growth rate.3

2. SETTING THE STAGE: A THEOREM ON ECONOMIC STATISTICS

As background for the subsequent argument I offer the following theorem on economic

statistics, and four corollaries.

Theorem on Economic Statistics: With the exception of some financial and administrative

statistics, all economic statistics are subject to measurement error. (If anyone can supply a

verifiable counter example I will be happy to modify the theorem slightly.)  

Proof: Go and work for a good central statistical agency and observe closely the problems and

processes associated with the production of economic statistics over a wide range. (This was the

method of proof employed originally by the author in an earlier professional incarnation.)

Alternatively, simply be an informed, experienced and perceptive user of a wide variety of

economic statistics. 

Corollary 1: Input and output statistics are subject to measurement error.
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Corollary 2: A fortiori, productivity statistics are subject to measurement error.

Corollary 3: A fortiori squared, productivity growth rates are subject to measurement error.

Corollary 4: A fortiori to the fourth power, changes in productivity growth rates are subject to

measurement error.

 

The theorem could be expanded to encompass other types of statistics (for example, population

censuses, which are certainly prone to measurement error). However it is sufficiently general in

the above form for present purposes.

I hasten to add that the foregoing, and everything that follows in this paper, should not be

taken as criticism of the producers of official productivity statistics. Much progress has been

made over the years in the development and improvement of measures of productivity growth

and continuing lively debate augurs well for further improvements in the future.4 The target of

this paper is not estimated productivity growth rates themselves but the tendency to overinterpret

them – to read too much into changes in ratios that are inherently very sensitive to small errors in

numerators and denominators.

3. FRAMEWORK

Consider a simple model. There is one observed output variable , one observed inputQ

variable , and a calculated productivity ratio . (The situation could beX P Q X= /

complicated by considering multiple inputs and outputs but the importance of measurement error

can be demonstrated with this simple case.) Now suppose that the input and output variables are

subject to random measurement error.5  Denoting logarithms (convenient for what follows) by

lower case letters and attaching a time subscript, the observed log values of   and  areQt X t

 and , where an asterisk indicates a true value and  and  are theq q ut t t= +* x x vt t t= +* u v

errors. Assume the time interval to be sufficiently short (a quarter, a year) that log differences

can be interpreted as period-to-period rates of growth. Assume also (for simplicity) that true
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output is growing at a constant rate , true input at a constant rate , and true productivityα β

therefore at a constant rate . The observed productivity growth rate is thenγ α β= −

, where  denotes a backward first difference and .          Δp wt t= +γ Δ w u vt t t= −Δ Δ

Serial and cross correlations among the errors are potentially important. To allow for

their effects suppose  and  to be generated by the AR(1)  processes  andu v u ut t t= +−ρ ε1

, where  and  are white noise variables with mean zero, variances  and v vt t t= +−λ η1 ε η σε
2

, and contemporaneous correlation . ση
2 corr t t( , )ε η ξ=

4. ERROR VARIANCE: THE PERIOD-TO-PERIOD GROWTH RATE

The variance of the error in the period-to-period productivity growth rate is determined

by the properties of the input and output error distributions. Denoting a variance by  and avar
covariance by , cov
(1)   var( ) var( ) var( ) cov( , )w u v u vt t t t t= + −Δ Δ Δ Δ2

Solving for the variances and covariances in terms of the model’s underlying parameters,

equation (1) can be restated as 

(2)       ( )σ σ ρ σ λ ξσ σ ρ λ ρλε ε ε ηw
2 2 22 1 1 2 1= + + + − − − −/ ( ) / ( ) ( ) / ( )

or equivalently as

(3)  ( )σ ρ σ λ σ θσ σ ρ λw u v u v
2 2 22 1 1 2= − + − − − −( ) ( ) (

where ,  and  are now symbols for the (constant) variances and .σw
2 σ u

2 σ v
2 θ = corr u v( , )

It is helpful in interpreting equation (3) to consider the special case in which  andu v

have a common variance  and a common serial correlation coefficient . For this case theσ 2 ρ

number of parameters is reduced from five to three and the equation becomes

(4)  σ θ ρ σw
2 24 1 1= − −( )( )
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It is now easier to see what is going on. If the input and output errors are both serially

uncorrelated and uncorrelated with each other the variance of the error in the productivity

growth rate is 4 times the common input and output variance. Serial and cross correlation reduce

 as long as the correlations are positive. If there is perfect positive correlation of either kindσw
2

 becomes zero. In that case the input and output errors can have very large variances butσw
2

produce zero variance in the productivity growth rate error. At the other extreme, if there is

perfect negative correlation of both kinds the growth rate variance is 16 times the common input

and output error variance. What the correlations are likely to be in practice depends on the

measurement processes. If the input and output series are generated by independent surveys the

cross correlation of errors may be zero and the question is then how much serial correlation 

there is. On the other hand, if both series come from the same survey (a survey of manufacturing

establishments, say) one might expect the errors to be positively correlated with each other, and

possibly positively serially correlated as well, thus reducing the productivity growth rate error

variance substantially. As a general statement though, the possible range of error variance is very

wide. 

Could the errors in fact be negatively correlated? Possibly. That could happen if there

were errors in timing because of faulty memory by respondents in a survey, or perhaps because

of business accounting practices. Some payroll or hours worked might be attributed to the end of

period t for accounting reasons when in fact the associated physical production occurred in

period t+1. There would thus be a positive error in reported input in the first period and a

corresponding negative error in the second. With quarterly productivity calculations the

peculiarities of the seasonal adjustment process might produce a similar result. One of Lovell’s

(1963) desirable properties for a method of seasonal adjustment is the preservation of products

(and hence ratios) by the adjustment procedure but there is no guarantee that that would hold in

practice if the numerator and denominator were adjusted separately.6 Even if the productivity

ratio or its growth rate were seasonally adjusted directly there could still be overadjustment in

one period and underadjustment in the next. The productivity growth rate would already be a 

delicate statistic in unadjusted form. The uncertain reliability of seasonal adjustment with respect
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to small quarter-to-quarter changes is an additional concern.

      

5. ERROR VARIANCE: THE CHANGE IN THE GROWTH RATE

The error in the change in productivity growth rate from one period to the next isΔwt

and its variance is 

(5)  var( ) var( ) var( ) cov( , )Δw w w w wt t t t t= + −− −1 12

The variances are the same at   and . Replacing them with the right side of equation (3)t t −1
and working out the covariance), equation (5) can be rewritten as 

(6)                                                                             (σ ρ ρ σ λ λ σΔw u v
2 2 22 1 3 1 3= − − + − −( )( ) ( )( )

                                                       )− − − + − −(( )( ) ( )( ))1 3 1 3ρ ρ λ λ θσ σu v

Again the result can be simplified by considering the case in which the input and output errors

have the same variance and the same serial correlation coefficient:

(7)  σ θ ρ ρ σΔw
2 24 1 1 3= − − −( )( )( )

If there is no serial or cross correlation in this case the variance of  is 12 times . TheΔw σ 2

variance is reduced by introducing positive serial and/or cross correlation and becomes zero if

either type of correlation is perfect. The extreme in the other direction occurs if there is perfect

negative correlation of both kinds, in which case the variance is 64 times . The range ofσ 2

variance for the error in the first difference of the productivity growth rate is much wider than

the range for the error in the growth rate itself. 

6. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS

Table 1 provides some calculations of error variances for the productivity growth rate

under alternative parameter configurations. The calculations are based on equation (4) and

assume  and  to be jointly normally distributed. The table shows for each configuration theu v
value of  and the probability that the absolute error in the percentage growth rate will exceedσw
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some specified level, ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 percentage points. To take an example, if σ =.01

( ) and both types of correlation are zero, the probability that  will exceed 1σ 2 0001=. w

percentage point is .617. Thus if the true growth rate is 2 percent the reported rate will be less

than 1 percent or greater than 3 percent with probability .617. (To put it differently, the reported

growth rate will overstate or understate the true rate by half, with that probability.) The

probabilities are lower when   is set at .005 ( ) and decline with theσ σ 2 000025=.

introduction of positive serial and/or cross correlation. High positive correlation is needed

though to drive the probabilities of large errors close to zero.

              Table 2 shows similar calculations for , based on equation (7). For a givenΔw
parameter configuration the variance and the corresponding error probabilities are of course

greater for  than for . The range of error in a reported change in growth rate is wider, in aΔw w
probability sense.

The parameter configurations in Tables 1 and 2 allow  for negative as well as positive

correlation. The variances and error probabilities are much greater with negative correlation than

with positive correlation, as the previous argument implies they must be.

7. LONG-TERM AVERAGES

The error variance is reduced markedly by averaging the growth rates over a long period.

For annual growth rates the mean error over the  years ending with year  isn t

(8)                                     w n w n u u v vt t k t t n t t n
k

n

= = − − −− − −
=

−

∑( / ) ( / )(( ) ( ))1 1
0

1

 Assuming  is large enough that  and  are effectively zero,  is then given byn ρ n λn var( )wt

(9)  σ σ σ θσ σw u v u vn2 2 2 22 2= + −( / )( )

With common variance   in the input and output error distributions this becomesσ 2

(10)  σ θ σw n2 2 24 1= −( / )( )

If , , and , the variance of  is .000004 and the probability of ann = 10 θ = 0 σ 2 0001=. w
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error of half a percentage point or more in the mean productivity growth rate is only .012

(assuming a normal distribution, as before). Even in the extreme case of perfect negative

correlation ( ) the probability is still only .071. There may be other measurementθ = −1

difficulties associated with long-term averages but pure statistical noise is not likely to be a

major problem.

8. INTERCOUNTRY COMPARISONS

Assume now two countries, A and B, with productivity growth rate errors  and .wA wB

The variance of  is given by equation (3) with the A subscript added, and similarly for .wA wB

It is reasonable to assume that the measurement errors in the two countries are uncorrelated, in

which case  (the error in the intercountry difference in growth rates) has variancew wA B−

. If also the parameters of the error distributions are the same in the two countries (andσ σA B
2 2+

the variances and serial coefficients are the same for inputs and outputs) the variance reduces to

(11)  σ ρ θ σAB
2 28 1 1= − −( )( )

where a bar again indicates a common parameter. For  and ,   isρ θ= = 0 σ 2 0001=. σ AB
2

.0008. The probability of an error of half a percentage point or greater in the difference between

the two productivity growth rates is then .86 and the probability of an error of one percentage

point or greater is .73. In the absence of high values of  and/or  the errors in intercountryρ θ

comparisons of short-run productivity growth rates can be very large. 

Intercountry comparisons of productivity growth rates are common among OECD

countries, for example. In Canada, comparisons with the United States are given special

attention. (See the study by Baldwin et al., 2005.) Comparisons of that kind are interesting and

reasonable if the scope for error is properly taken into account but the statement cited at the

beginning of this paper – that U.S. business productivity grew three times as fast as Canadian

business productivity in a particular quarter of the year – is surely a good example of 

overconfidence in the data.
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9. SUMMING UP

The model used in this paper is simple and results based on it are intended merely for

illustration. However, the results make it clear that small errors of measurement in inputs and

outputs can translate into productivity growth rates with very large errors.7 More caution is

warranted than is generally exercised when interpreting such rates. Only if the input and output

errors are known to be highly positively serially correlated and/or highly correlated with each

other is it safe to attribute a high degree of accuracy to the rates, and more especially to changes

in them. Negative serial correlation can have an opposite and large effect on accuracy. Long-

term averaging can reduce the errors markedly but then problems other than simple statistical

noise may come into play, such as those  discussed in Diewert and Fox (1999). Productivity

growth rates are viewed as among the most important indicators of economic performance.

Unfortunately they may also be among the least reliable indicators in assessing short-run

performance.                              
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1. The work underlying this paper was carried out as part of the SEDAP (Social and Economic
Dimensions of an Aging Population) Research Program. On-going support for SEDAP is
provided by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. Bill Scarth
provided helpful comments on an earlier version of the paper.

2. A good idea of measurement problems that have received attention is provided by the special
issue of the Canadian Journal of Economics edited and summarized by Diewert, Nakamura and
Sharpe (1999). The focus of the articles in that issue is the service sector of the economy and the
“productivity paradox” – the apparent decline in productivity growth rates in spite of obvious
rapid advances in technology. The issues discussed relate mainly to longer-run growth, as is
appropriate to the focus. However, the high degree of year-to-year volatility exhibited by the
rates for OECD countries in Tables 1 and 2 of the article by Diewert and Fox (1999) suggests
that noisy measurement may be important in interpreting shorter-run variations, as argued in the
present paper. 

3. Van Biesebroeck (2002, 2004) explores alternative methods of estimating productivity and
considers the role of measurement error in each method, theoretically and by simulation.

4. See OECD (2001) for a comprehensive treatment of concepts and procedures in the
calculation of productivity indexes. See Diewert, Nakamura and Sharpe (1999) for a good
summary of issues under debate.

5. To refer to the measurement error as random is simply to say that it is unknown or
unpredictable. If it were known or predictable the obvious thing to do would be to remove it.

6. If the series being adjusted were in logarithmic form another of Lovell’s desirable properties,
the preservation of sums, would be the relevant one.

7. Only single-output/single-input productivity measures have been considered in the paper. The
analysis becomes more complicated if multiple outputs and inputs are allowed for. The variances
then depend on the aggregator functions – on whether they involve arithmetic or geometric
weighting, and of course on the weights themselves. Under some weight configurations the
variances are increased, under others they are decreased. The error correlations among individual
outputs and inputs also play a role. But the general conclusions as to the sensitivity to
measurement error still hold.

FOOTNOTES
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Table 1: Distribution Characteristics of the Error in the Productivity Growth Rate

    Parameter configuration            Probability that absolute error exceeds r percentage points σw
                                                                 r = 0.1    r = 0.2    r = 0.5    r = 1.0    r = 1.5    r = 2.0
No cross or serial correlation
        .0100        .920        .841        .617        .317        .134        .046σ θ ρ= = =. , ,005 0 0
          .0200        .960        .920        .803        .617        .453        .317 σ θ ρ= = =. , ,01 0 0

Cross but no serial correlation
           .0141        .944        .888        .724        .480        .289        .157   σ θ ρ= = =. , . ,01 5 0
           .0063        .874        .752        .429        .114        .018        .002σ θ ρ= = =. , . ,01 9 0

Serial but no cross correlation
           .0141        .944        .888        .724        .480        .289        .157σ θ ρ= = =. , , .01 0 5
           .0063        .874        .752        .429        .114        .018        .002       σ θ ρ= = =. , , .01 0 9
        .0245       .967        .935         .838        .683        .540        .414σ θ ρ= = = −. , , .01 0 5
       .0276        .971       .942         .856        .717        .586        .468σ θ ρ= = = −. , , .01 0 9
 
Serial and cross correlation
            .0100        .920        .841        .617        .317        .134        .046σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 5 5
            .0045        .823        .655        .264        .253        .001        .000σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 5 9
            .0045        .823        .655        .264        .253        .001        .000σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 9 5
            .0020        .617        .317        .012        .000        .000        .000   σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 9 9
        .0173         .954       .908        .773        .564        .386        .248σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 5 5
        .0195        .959       .918         .798        .608        .442        .305   σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 5 9
        .0077        .897       .796         .519        .197        .053        .010σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 9 5
        .0087        .909       .819        .566         .251        .085        .022   σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 9 9

Note: Calculations are based on equation (4).
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     Table 2: Distribution Characteristics of the Error in the First Difference of the Productivity      
                                                               Growth Rate

    Parameter configuration           Probability that absolute error exceeds r percentage points σΔw
                                                                 r = 0.1    r = 0.2    r = 0.5     r = 1.0    r = 1.5    r = 2.0
No cross or serial correlation
        .0173        .954        .908        .773        .564        .386        .248σ θ ρ= = =. , ,005 0 0
          .0346        .977        .954        .885        .773        .665        .564 σ θ ρ= = =. , ,01 0 0

Cross but no serial correlation
           .0245        .967        .935        .838        .683        .540        .414   σ θ ρ= = =. , . ,01 5 0
           .0110        .927        .855        .648        .362        .171        .068σ θ ρ= = =. , . ,01 9 0

Serial but no cross correlation
           .0224        .964        .929        .823        .655        .502        .371σ θ ρ= = =. , , .01 0 5
           .0092        .913        .827        .585        .275        .102        .029       σ θ ρ= = =. , , .01 0 9
       .0458        .983        .965        .913        .827        .743        .663σ θ ρ= = = −. , , .01 0 5
      .0544        .985        .971        .927        .854        .783        .713σ θ ρ= = = −. , , .01 0 9
   
Serial and cross correlation
            .0158        .950        .899        .752        .527        .343        .206σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 5 5
            .0065        .877        .758        .440        .123        .021        .002σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 5 9
            .0071        .888        .777        .480        .157        .034        .005σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 9 5
            .0029        .730        .490        .084        .001        .000        .000   σ θ ρ= = =. , . , .01 9 9
        .0324        .975        .951        .877        .758        .643        .537σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 5 5
        .0385        .979       .959         .897        .795        .697        .603σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 5 9
        .0145        .945       .890         .730        .490        .301        .168σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 9 5
       .0172         .954       .908         .771        .561        .384        .245σ θ ρ= = = −. , . , .01 9 9
      

Note: Calculations are based on equation (7).
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